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CONCERTO GLASSICO
DEDICATED TO THE GLASSMAKERS OF BOHEMIA WHO HAVE MADE THEIR COUNTRY 

FAMOUS ALL AROUND THE WORLD

The Greek mythical hero Prometheus stole fire from gods and brought it to people. 
The myth seems to live on in the persons of glassmakers.
They take from fire a glowing message, add their breath, the pulse of their hearts 
and the art of their hands to the molten matter, in order to pass it on – to people. 

Glass belongs to the noblest materials which man has begotten with the help of 
nature. Like all things born of fire, glass, too, has its adventure and magic. Though 
people were able to define its chemical composition and physical propertiesn ages 
ago, it remains a mystery. 

We can control glass in thousands of ways, yet we keep on discovering further veils 
and behind them new forms of its beauty. The glassmaker´s hot breath and firm 
hands can tame it for just a while – the next moment it slips his grasp, and while 
staying within reach, it disappears in the infinite space of fantasy. 

It is in linkage and synergy of craftsmanship, creativity and modern technologies 
that the secret of the fame of Czech glass and the harmony of the glass concert lie.

TUSCAN PALACE, PRAGUE, 29. 8. – 28. 9. 2014



THE CZECH ART OF GLASS ASSOCiATiOn REGuLAR MEMbERS:

MOSER 
RUCKL CRYSTAL 
PRECIOSA LUSTRY 
LASVIT 
SKLáRNA SLAVIA 
BOMMA 
BLAžEK GLASS 
GRANáT TURNOV 
TOM BOHEMIA CRYSTAL 
RICHARD KANTA - SKLOART 
AVECLARA- PETR LARVA
CAESAR CRYSTAL BOHEMIAE 
CREATEAM 
CRYSTAL BOHEMIA 
EGERMANN 
ATELIER žAMPACH

THE CZECH ART OF GLASS ASSOCiATiOn AFFiLiATE MEMbERS:

SVAz VýROBCů SKLA A BIžUTERIE  
(Union of Glass and Fashion Jewellery Producers)
CESTY SKLA (Ways of Glass)
JIří ŠUHáJEK 
VITRážOVÉ MUzEUM (Museum of Stained-Glass Window Panels)
STUDIO RONY PLESL 
KAREL SOBOTKA 
HUť JAKUB TASICE (The Jakub Glasswork in Tasice)
FLORIANOVA HUť (Florian‘s Glass works)

GLASS SCHOOLS in:

VALAŠSKÉ MEzIříCí 
žELEzNý BROD 
KAMENICKý ŠENOV
KARLOVY VARY 
SVěTLá NAD SázAVOU
NOVý BOR  

THE CzECH ART OF GLASS Association is the marketing platform of the Czech glass 
and fashion jewellery industries. The companies, unions, schools and institutions 
which have come together on this platform seek to look for solutions to their shared 
problems regarding creative advancement, development of production and trade, 
and particularly support of exports and employment. 

Special attention will be focused on handcrafted production, added creative value 
of work and its popularization. 

Absolutely essential is the care devoted to glassmaker training, the education 
and future of the entire branch, as well as acknowledgment of major creative, 
educational and innovative initiatives which significantly contribute to enhancing 
the prestige of the Czech glassmaking art. 

The goal of the Association is to become the upholder of the thousand-year 
tradition of succession, and representative of the standard of modern, high-quality 
Czech glass and fashion jewellery industries. Its important ambition is to reinstate 
the position which this industry held in the past, and renew its status as one of the 
icons of promoting the Czech Republic brand abroad. The Association will direct its 
efforts at ensuring that the glass and glass jewellery-making industry becomes a 
natural, permanent and important part of Czech culture and its presentation in the 
Czech Republic and abroad. 

THE ASSOCiATiOn´S ViSiOn

Making sure that within 5 to 10 years, Czech (better known as Bohemian) glass, 
chandeliers and fashion jewellery will regain the prestigious positions which 
they held in the past. Creating the perception of Czech glass, chandeliers and 
glass jewellery as exquisite, in-demand products which will satisfy even the most 
fastidious clients and are an expression of excellent craftsmanship, creativity, 
modernity of style and irreplaceable, specific cultural heritage. In our country and 
abroad, raising awareness of the Association as an elite grouping which represents 
the best that the Czech glassmaking and jewellery industries can offer, a guarantor 
of supreme quality moulded by creative resourcefulness, high craftsmanship, 
business talent and state-of-the-art production.



THE uniQuEnESS OF bOHEMiAn GLASS

The uniqueness of Bohemian glass has been shaped by a thousand years of historic 
tradition, the bequest of glassmaker personalities of many generations, by the 
country´s natural, economic and social conditions. The sum total of a whole series 
of factors has created the originality and unmistakeable qualities characteristic of 
Bohemian glass.

PROVENANCE – GENIUS LOCI
It is the place and its spirit, the singularity of the conditions and atmosphere of the 
given region that are absolutely essential for things to become unique. Bohemian 
glass has become the brand-name product of its country; it achieved originality of 
character and unmistakability of style, to which the material and the glassmakers´ 
art contribute in equal part.   

NATIONAL ASPECT
Bohemian glass is undoubtedly an expression of national genius rooted in the 
craftsmanship and artistic feeling of the people who have been creating it in the 
course of many centuries. For a product to be original, it needs to be made in 
objective conditions with a sufficiency of raw materials, the interest of society in 
its production, and demand for it. These objective pre-requisites then influence the 
subjective factor, namely a certain manner of thought as concerns the technique, 
choice of material or artistic approach. 

CzECH STYLE
The style of Bohemian glass is characterised by organic harmony of the substance 
and its outer shape and decoration. Sometimes it accentuates the shape, a 
specific technique or elements stemming from the special nature of the domestic 
environment.
The term “style” (“having a style”) is also used in the purely artistic sense, when 
referring to a set unified in terms of style and unity of approach. 

RAW MATERIAL, MATERIAL
When speaking about Bohemian glass, we also mean the special quality of the raw 
material from which it is made. The term “Bohemian crystal” used to refer to clear 
glass resembling mountain crystal. As regards its qualities, it was presumed to be 
the best sort of perfectly decolourized, clear and shiny glass, and of the general 
properties, its hardness, density and strength were emphasized.  

METHOD OF ARTISTIC TREATMENT
Systematic work with the glassmaking raw material also necessitated the 
introduction of new procedures for its artistic treatment. The term “Bohemian glass” 
became stabilized and precisely defined when the artistically exacting technique of 
cutting and grinding was applied to it. 

BUSINESS ASPECT
Bohemian glass has been traditionally considered  an excellent commercial article,  
on foreign markets regarded as a high-quality brand. Its perception as a synonym 
for top quality and specificity is here to stay. Bohemian glass has passed through 
periods of great expansion abroad, starting as early at the 17th century, when it 
conquered the European cut glass market. Trading in Bohemian glass became a 
mark of business talent and inventiveness, quality and reasonable price, as well 
as organisational skills. Bohemian glass dealers were often the first Czechs doing 
business in distant lands, for instance in Latin America. 

THE GLASSMAKER´S PERSONALITY
To a large degree, Bohemian glass owes its success and uniqueness to the 
personalities, craftsmanship and artistic feeling of its makers. Their discipline, 
sensitivity, imagination, grasp of the substance and shape of the material have 
often been the best guarantee of quality. Czech master glassmakers significantly 
influenced the development of glassmaking on a world scale. 

ASPECT OF qUALITY
In the sum total of the elements participating in its shaping and production, 
Bohemian glass has become a concept signifying high quality.



The MOSER manufacture was founded in Karlovy Vary in 1857 by Ludwig Moser, 
an excellent engraver and talented businessman, one of the most significant 
personalities of the glass production history in Europe. Shortly after opening his 
own glassworks he became an imperial court supplier of Franz Joseph I, later also of 
Persian Shah Musaffereddin or King Edward VII of England. Thanks to its originality 
and beauty, the MOSER luxurious crystal has been used in important houses and 
palaces of monarchs, politicians and governments for more than 155 years and 
it has been sought after by exceptional figures throughout the world. Due to this 
tradition, the MOSER crystal is rightly called the “Glass of Kings“.

Every created work of MOSER is unique thanks to its design and precise hand 
workmanship of glass makers, cutters and engravers masterly knowing their craft. 
The secrets of artistic and craft skills are traditionally passed from generation 
to generation. To be a master at the MOSER Glassworks means to be a world-
recognized professional and personality in the trade.

PRECIOSA Group is one of the world´s largest manufacturers of crystal stones, 
beads, pearls, and cubic zirconia. PRECIOSA offers also unique crystal chandeliers, 
sofisticated lighting solutions, exclusive fashion jewellery, crystal decorations, cut 
crystal glass, wine and spirit bottle stoppers.
PRECIOSA is exporting to the most countries in all over the world. Its professionalism 
and mastership are based on the centuries of the Czech glass making traditions, 
skills of  its glassmaking masters, own know how and own glass production base. 
PRECIOSA Group:  
PRECIOSA  Crystal Components 
PRECIOSA  Cubic zirconia & Gems 
PRECIOSA  Lighting 
PRECIOSA  Traditional Czech Glass 
PRECIOSA  Traditional Czech Beads
PRECIOSA  Jewellery & Decoration
VINOLOK by PRECIOSA – Crystal Closures



Brilliancy, shine, glitter, high index of refraction, the high standard of the production 
process and technology are amongst the basic properties of the clear 24% lead 
crystal products made in the Poděbrady glassworks of CRYSTAL BOHEMIA, a.s.
The glassworks was founded in 1876. Initial production consisted of soda-potassium 
glass, but from 1927 the production began to focus on lead crystal, and in 1960 this 
became the only manufactured item. In spite of the difficult situations presented by 
the world wars and economic crises, the Poděbrady glassworks has always managed 
to survive amongst competition on a market where its products have always been 
appreciated and accepted with confidence by customers.
Every year the glassworks carries out hundreds of new projects. Thanks to the 
mutual, close cooperation of designers and technologists along with customers, 
a wide range of products is systematically created. New technologies support the 
creativity of innovation. So in view of the high productivity of production, the offer 
complies with all aesthetic and artistic aspects.
The company CRYSTAL BOHEMIA, a.s. offers its customers mouth-blown and 
machine-pressed lead crystal, both for day-to-day and special use. The entire 
offered range of goods comprises of thousands of types of products with simple and 
sophisticated shapes and various sizes and simple or rich decoration. In addition 
to the traditional utility and gift items, such as vases, bowls, baskets, candlesticks 
and other decorative products, it also manufactures components for bathroom and 
kitchen equipment, parts for chandeliers and light fittings, architectonic elements 
and other items of the decorative range.

CAESAR CRYSTAL BOHEMIAE has been making clear, gilded and coloured cased 
Bohemian crystal since 1861, when the glassworks in Josefov was founded by the 
Viennese glass merchant Josef Schreiber. 

CAESAR CRYSTAL BOHEMIAE was established as a joint-stock company in 1994. It 
adopted the (Latin version of) the name of the glassworks´ last private owners, 
the Císař brothers (hence Caesar), to demonstrate that its present owners avow the 
bequest of their predecessors. 

CAESAR CRYSTAL BOHEMIAE specializes in coloured cased crystal ware with 24% 
content of PbO, handmade by combining a layer of clear crystal with one of coloured 
crystal. This production process represents the peak of handcrafting possibilities, 
and only the most skilled glassmakers are able to master it. 
Thanks to the multitude of décor and colours as well as first-rate quality, the 
glassworks is considered unique on a global scale.
The company´s output comprises a wide gamut of shapes, from vases, bowls, 
plates, lidded jars and glasses to lamps, chandelier elements and trophies. Blending 
old, time-tested traditions with supremely modern décors designed by renowned 
artists results in extraordinarily noble crystal beauty, peculiar to the place of its 
origin.



BLAžEK GLASS is a company owned by the Blažek family, whose seven generations 
had been earning their living by making and decorating crystal glass till the 18th 

century. 

The first Blažek firm was established as early as 1933. Products from the Blažek 
workshops have always been winning customers throughout the world thanks to 
their high quality and originality.

As regards decorated crystal glass, new products are being developed all the time, 
handcrafted as well as made with the use of new technologies. 

In 1997, the company placed on both the domestic and world markets a totally 
novel, original product: a glass pile. This unique product has won a number of prizes 
in the Czech Republic and abroad, and now is patented in many countries all over 
the world. 

THE UNION OF GLASS AND GLASS JEWELLERY MANUFACTURERS iis a business 
association established to organize and support mutual cooperation of its 
members, coordinate the satisfaction of their shared interests, and implement its 
programme.
The membership base of the Union is formed by 50 manufacturing and business 
companies,4 art schools, and the Museum of glass and glass jewellery.

THE KEY ACTIVITIES OF THE UNION INCLUDE:
supporting joint participation in fairs and exhibitions, organizing the „Fragile 
Beauty“ exhibitions in Jablonec nad Nisou, establishing and supporting the Palace 
Plus glass jewellery centre in Jablonec nad Nisou, promoting the tourism product  
„To Jablonec nad Nisou, in pursuit of glass and jewellery“, representing the members 
in the drafting and application of European standards regarding absence of defects 
endangering health and sanitation safety.



RÜCKL CRYSTAL, with its glassworks in Nižbor, is a family business – now joint stock 
company – whose roots reach far back to distant history of Czech glassmaking. 
A mention of the Rückl family, dated 1704, relates to Sebastián Rückl of the zlatá 
studna (Golden Well) glassworkss in Kašperské hory below the Šumava (Bohemian 
Forest) mountains. His direct descendant, glassmaker Jan Rückl, born in 1809, 
founded his glassworks in Cyranův Wostrow, thus laying the foundations of the 
present glassmaking company.
Today the glassworks is a company of medium size, employing 170 people. Its offer 
includes lead crystal glass, representing 24 % of its output, made exclusively by 
handcrafting techniques - blowing into wooden (beech) moulds, cutting, polishing, 
frosting, sandblasting and painting. The glassworks is oriented on custom-made 
production, and nowadays exports its products to many countries of the world. Its 
major foreign customers are the markets of Japan, United States, Near and Middle 
East, Russia and China.

GRANáT (GARNET), an arts-and-crafts cooperative based in Turnov, has a sixty-year 
tradition of making gold and silver jewellery set with Czech garnets. Currently the 
firm has 260 employees, and operates seven shops of its own all over the Czech 
Republic. We sell our ware through the agency of our own wholesale facility. 
The firm is holder of the „Czech Garnet“ and „Czech Silver Jewel“ trademarks and 
certificates of origin.
We have created the largest assortment of original, classical as well as trendy gold 
and silver jewels with Czech garnets, and are the number-one processor of the 
Czech garnet in the Czech Republic. We have our own mines, extraction permits, 
trademarks, the largest offer collection, and thousands of satisfied customers. We 
complement our jewel assortment with a range of souvenirs, of which the best-
selling ones are products made of glass and synthetic metals set with Czech garnets. 
In the area of gift glassware manufacture, we cooperate with glassmaking firms, for 
instance Rückl, joint-stock company, Preciosa Ornela or BDK-Glass Limited.
 



Bohemia Machine, s.r.o, Czech manufacurer of high quality table top products as 
per designs of leading Czech and International glass artists. Collections of stemware 
and giftware are made by hand from genuine Bohemian crystal in the new, state-
of-the-art, factory built in 2012 and refined by cutting on its hi-tech robots to 
absolute perfection. 

Sklopísek Střeleč, a.s. is a modern company. It belongs among biggest producers in 
Central Europe according to production capacity and sold volumes.
 
Technology modernisation and suitable raw material source enable us to produce 
silica sands with low iron oxides, which are necessary for production of crystal clear 
glass. Suitable sands are with Fe2O3 content max. 100 ppm.

MUSEUM OF STAINED GLASS  
(unincorporated civic association for the rescue of the Church of St George)
The main activity of the association are preparations for the establishment 
of a unique museum of stained glass panes in the Church of St George in Libyně.

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES: concerts, lectures, festivals
We seek to familiarize both the lay and the specialist public with the history and 
development of this peculiar and singular applied art. 

Manufacture and restoration of stained-glass window panes and ceilings, Tiffany 
lamps, sandblasting, flat glass painting, glass mosaics, sculptures and other 
objects.



STřEDNí UMěLECKOPRůMYSLOVá ŠKOLA SKLářSKá 
| KAMENICKý ŠENOV

GLASS SCHOOL IN KAMENICKý ŠENOV was established in 1856 in order to provide 
education and training for the local glass painters and glasscutters as it was required 
by the glass producers of this region. Ever since its foundation the school has had an 
immense influence over the development of the glassmaking industry in terms of 
art, craft and technology. Its headmasters, teachers and graduates all contributed 
significantly to sustain the high quality of glassmaking.
It started with the traditional departments of glass painting, cutting and engraving 
and a new department dedicated to construction and creating of lighting fixtures. 
These departments have remained at the school until the present day. Its workshops 
have been the site where students, being led by their teachers, have continuously 
been making some remarkable achievements. Since the early 1990s students have 
also been able to acquire other glassmaking techniques including for instance glass 
blowing at a microwave melting furnace, making glass sculptures out of molten 
glass, sheet glass slumping, vitreography etc. They also make use of computer 
graphics created in 3D software.
The school is committed to do its best to turn students into fully qualified 
professionals in the glassmaking field. Thus students become designers of applied 
glass art, master craftsmen or simply people with creative capabilities. 

UMěLECKOPRůMYSLOVá AKADEMIE 
| SVěTLá NAD SázAVOU 

The origins of the GLASS SCHOOL were closely connected with the construction of 
the new glassworks in SVěTLá NAD SázAVOU in the late 1960s. The project of this 
glassmaker training establishment was imposing by the standards of its time, in 
terms of both size and equipment. Originally the school trained only glass cutters 
and blowers, in three-year apprentice courses.
Currently the school provides education of five levels and training in the processing 
of different materials - apart from glassmaking, also the processing (including 
artistic) of ceramics, metals, stone and wood. A considerable number of students 
specialize in industrial and interior design.
Students can choose from an offer of three-year apprentice training, four-year 
courses of arts-and-crafts character, concluded by final exams for a certificate of 
higher secondary education, and courses of pre-university level in glass, ceramics 
and stone-processing management. In cooperation with the University of Chemical 
Technology, it provides a bachelor degree course in glass and ceramics restoration.
The modern equipment of the school, together with the high quality of the 
teaching staff, support the proficiency and creativity of the students, who welcome 
the opportunity of combining various materials.



STřEDNí PRůMYSLOVá ŠKOLA 
KERAMICKá A SKLářSKá | KARLOVY VARY

GLASS SCHOOL IN KARLOVY VARY has a tradition of over 140 years. It offers seven 
courses of study leading to the Certificate of Secondary Education (equivalent of 
A-levels) in the artistic specializations of Graphic Design, Applied Photography and 
Media, Ceramics and Porcelain Design and Garment Design, technical and natural 
science specializations of Ecology and the Environment, Applied Chemistry and 
Ceramics-making Technology; plus apprenticeship courses.
In case of the A-level courses, the teaching takes place in classrooms with modern 
equipment. The graduates are well prepared for asserting themselves on the labour 
market, but many continue in studies at university-level establishments.
For those interested in studying for the Certificate of Apprenticeship, awarded on 
passing a final examination, the school offers the specializations of Ceramics Maker 
and Decorator and Glassmaker.
The last-mentioned specialization prepares the students for delivering top-quality 
performance, both as employees and self-employed entrepreneurs. The school has 
a good specialist background in the MOSER glassworks, a.s. in Karlovy Vary, where 
the practical training takes place and which also offers the apprentices immediate 
employment. 

VYŠŠí ODBORNá ŠKOLA SKLářSKá 
| NOVý BOR

GLASS SCHOOL IN NOVý BOR is a singular educational institution of national range 
of operation and long tradition offering complete training from apprentice to 
higher secondary levels under one roof. 
Thanks to the broader artistic focus of their education, and equipment with good 
general knowledge, its graduates not only do well in glassmaking specializations 
but make their mark mainly in  small glassmaking firms, glassmaking art studios 
and advertising agencies. 
A considerable percentage of the students leaving the Secondary School with 
a Certificate of General Education, as well as graduates of the Higher Vocational 
School of Glassmaking,  continue their studies at a variety of institutions of higher 
and university-level learning.  Our school is open, modern and building on long-
standing  tradition. 
Currently the school offers training in classical as well as modern glass-processing 
techniques, including painting, engraving, cutting, artistic glass creation, offhand 
glass production and fusing.
 



STřEDNí UMěLECKOPRůMYSLOVá ŠKOLA 
SKLářSKá | VALAŠSKÉ MEzIříČí

GLASS SCHOOL founded in 1944, builds upon the long tradition of glassmaking 
in Moravia. Originally a glassmaking apprentice school, in the 1990s it attained 
the status of art school exceeding the dimension of a traditional educational 
establishment. In the past fifteen years, its character changed considerably. While 
in the past it trained its students mainly in the traditional glassmaking vocations, 
now it focuses on glass design, and offers new specializations, for instance applied 
painting, industrial design, shape and graphic design of packaging and artistic 
stained glass creation. In terms of specialization, the structure of the school pursues 
three basic artistic trends – glassmaking – design – painting.
Through its own projects, the school directly participates in the research 
and development of new glassmaking technologies and their application in 
glassmaking firms. With its programmes and out-of-school activities, its offers a 
technical background which belongs to the best in the Czech Republic. It builds 
upon and develops contacts with higher secondary and university-level schools of 
both artistic and technical orientation in the Czech Republic and abroad.

GLASS IN THE ARTIST´S HANDS

The unique and inimitable qualities of glass offer an infinite space for the 
imagination of Czech glassmaking artists. Again and again, in the creative process, 
they are confronted with the extraordinary strenuousness of work with the material, 
which they need to understand to the greatest detail, “be at home” with it, and treat 
it in accord with their own, as a rule non-transferable experience. 

A major impulse in the development of the artistic treatment of glass came in the 
early 1960s, when, mainly as a results of participation in international exhibitions 
and presentations (Triennales on Milan in 1957 and 1960, World Exhibition 
in Brussels in 1958), Bohemian glass assumed a leading position among the 
production of glassmaking powers, above all  thanks to the untraditional artistic 
approaches in the field of monumental creation as well as unique smaller-scale 
output, closer to free sculpture. 
The present, high standard of artistic glass creation, based on numerous authors, also 
confirms the unique position of Czech glassmaking in the world. 

GLASSMAKING ARTISTS REPRESENTED AT CONCERTO GLASSICO

Stanislav Libenský

Jaroslava Brychtová

René Roubíček 

Jiří Šuhájek 

Břetislav Novák

Petr Larva

Jiří Pačinek 

Jitka Kantová 

Jaroslav Bejvl Jun.
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Věra Jourová, Minister for Regional Development
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